CITY OF MELISSA ACCESS MANAGEMENT POLICY

Access Management Policy
Introduction
A tool to protect the investment a community makes in its transportation system is an Access
Management Policy. As discussed in the City of Melissa Comprehensive Plan, it is important to
protect the function of major streets. Confusion of function through allowing direct property access
onto arterial streets can create sufficient traffic flow friction so as to divert through traffic volumes
onto neighborhood streets. A key to prevention of this phenomenon is to preserve the mobility
function of arterial streets through access management. The purpose of an access management
policy is to provide guidelines, which when applied to new major streets, will protect the function for
which they were intended. This will not only maintain mobility and safety on the arterial street, but
will also protect adjacent neighborhoods from the encroachment of through traffic.
While application of these guidelines would enhance mobility and safety on existing arterial streets,
they would also limit the access to which adjacent property owners are accustomed, and on which
they may depend. It is not practical to mandate complete compliance of these guidelines onto an
existing arterial with existing access points. However, as opportunities arise through capital
improvements and land redevelopment proposals, implementing as many of the guidelines as is
practical is desirable.
The application of the access management guidelines should move the community towards
achieving these goals:
·

Improve roadway safety

·

Improve traffic mobility

·

Protect the integrity of local neighborhoods

·

Create better conditions for transportation modes

·

Protect the taxpayers’ investment in the major street system

It is recommended that the City use this policy to supplement any current access management
criteria as currently defined in the City of Melissa land development ordinances, or elsewhere.
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Functional Classification System
Access management guidelines are related to the intended function of a roadway, as discussed in
the City Master Street Plan. The guidelines must be appropriate to protecting the intended roadway
function. Guidelines for access management have been prepared for new arterial streets, collector
streets, and local streets. A separate set of guidelines have been prepared for existing arterial streets
that have already degenerated to a lower function of providing direct property access, but still have
some infill properties where some access management techniques can be applied.
In general, access should be allowed according to street classification, and should limit access on
arterials while promoting access on streets with a lower functional classification. This concept is
graphically represented in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1 - FUNCTIONAL HIERARCHY
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Distance between Intersections
Minimum distance between intersections should provide motorists with sufficient perception and
reaction time to address each potential conflict point individually. Thus, minimum spacing between
intersections at the least should reflect an increasing distance to account for increased speeds which
correlates with increased street function. Table 1 provides a minimum spacing on major streets
correlated with the functional classification. It is of course desirable to surpass the minimum
spacing when establishing new street intersection locations. Desirable spacing for intersections
along arterial streets is at 1,320 feet spacing, and desirable spacing of local street intersections along
collector streets is at 660 feet.

TABLE 1 - MINIMUM INTERSECTION SPACING

Major Roadway

Minimum Spacing Along Minor Roadway (ft)
Residential

Collector

Arterial

Residential

50

50

150

Collector

150 *

300

300

Arterial

400

500

600

All distances are measured from centerline to centerline.
* 300’ for a non-residential collector.

Table 1 also correlates to the typical intersection influence areas. The intersection influence area, as
shown in Figure 2, is defined as the functional area extending both upstream and downstream from
the physical intersection area and includes any auxiliary lanes and their associated channelization.
As will be discussed, it is ideal that driveways and entrances should not be located within the
functional influence area of an intersection.
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FIGURE 2 – INTERSECTION INFLUENCE AREA

Distance between Traffic Signals
Establishing minimum and desirable spacing between traffic signals ensures efficient traffic flow on
signalized arterial streets. Traffic signals spaced too closely compounds vehicle delay at each signal,
and traffic queues may extend back through adjacent signals, causing “grid lock.” Table 2 presents
the recommended traffic signal spacing.
TABLE 2 - RECOMMENDED TRAFFIC SIGNAL SPACING
Street Classification

Desirable Spacing (ft)

Minimum Spacing (ft)

Arterial Street

2,640

1,320 *

Collector / Industrial Street

2,640

660

* The minimum spacing can be reduced if effective operation can be shown through a Traffic
Impact Analysis (TIA) and approved by City staff, but shall never be less than 660’.
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Driveway Spacing and Density
The spacing of driveways onto a street should vary with the function of the street. Short distances
between driveways and greater numbers of driveways introduce more potential points for vehicles
to conflict, thus introducing traffic flow friction to the street, and greater accident potential. The
Table 3 Recommended Driveway Spacing is intended to define the City requirements for distance
from intersections to curb cuts, and distance between curb cuts for arterial and collector streets.
TABLE 3 - DRIVEWAY SPACING FROM STREET CORNERS

Street Classification

Desirable Spacing

Minimum Spacing

On Arterial Street (New)

* No Driveways
Permitted

* No Driveways
Permitted

On Arterial Street (Existing)

Special Criteria

Special Criteria

300’

150’

Special Criteria

Special Criteria

On Collector Street (New)
On Collector Street (Existing)

* Driveways that limit access to right-in / right-out will be allowed at the discretion of
City staff.

Special Criteria for Driveways
In the cases where an existing arterial street or collector street has been developed to allow direct
property access, or a street that allows direct property access has taken on the function of an arterial
street or collector street, it is not practical to expect that all existing access will be eliminated. In the
case of an existing arterial street or collector street, the spacing of access should be managed in a
way that would still provide right of entry to the property, in the manner least detrimental to the
traffic integrity as follows:
For property redevelopment or new development along established arterial streets or collector
streets, there shall not be more than one driveway permitted for any one ownership, except where
the necessity of separate access to the street is evident. More than one driveway may be permitted
if a traffic analysis demonstrates that more than one driveway will improve traffic operations
without jeopardizing traffic safety. Any driveways so permitted must meet the requirements
summarized in Table 4 and depicted in Figure 3. Joint access between properties should be
encouraged instead of separate drives, where possible.
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TABLE 4 - DRIVEWAY SPACING SPECIAL CRITERIA

Dimension

Dimension
Reference
(Refer Figure 3)

Land Use Classification
Proposed Standards
Residential

Commercial

Industrial

Minimum

10’

24’

24’

Maximum

24’

30’

30’

Minimum

5’

15’

25’

Maximum

10’

25’

50’

P**

R

R

R

C

125’

125’

125’

C

250’

250’

250’

P1+P2

100’

100’

100’

P1+P2

200’

200’

200’

Width

Radii (Curved or Flared)

W

R

Minimum Spacing (For Multiple Drives)*
From Property Line
From Street Corner
(On Collector)
From Street Corner
(on an Arterial)
Between Driveways
(on a Collector)
Between Driveways
(on an Arterial)

* Measured from extension of tangent. “R” is the width of the flare or curb return utilized at the
location. To be applied only if multiple drives are demonstrated needed through a traffic study.
** Unless joint access shared by two properties and one driveway is provided.
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FIGURE 3 - DRIVEWAY SPACING SPECIAL CRITERIA

Driveway Clearance from Intersections
Vehicle accidents frequently occur because of speed differentials, e.g., the vehicle in front slowing
down while the vehicle behind is speeding up. This is especially true where driveways are located to
close to an intersection. The areas adjacent to the intersection that includes vehicle acceleration,
deceleration, and queuing, as well as pedestrian movements are called the functional areas of the
intersection or influence area. These areas experience a greater number of accidents because of the
speed differentials, and because of the greater number of turning vehicles that may conflict with
other vehicles or pedestrian. Direct access driveways should not be allowed in intersection
functional areas as defined in Table 1. When driveways cannot meet the requirements of Table 1,
they shall meet the corner clearances identified in Table 4.

Intersection Sight Distance
Adequate sight distance for an intersection or driveway is defined as a sufficient distance for a
motorist entering a street to assess the safety of pulling onto the street and accelerating, without
posing a hazard to vehicles already on the street. New driveways and streets should provide
adequate sight distance, as summarized in Table 5 and depicted in Figure 4.
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TABLE 5 – AASHTO INTERSECTION SIGHT DISTANCE

NOTE:

Intersection Sight Distance for Passenger
Car (feet)
Case B2 & B3 –
Case B1 – Left Turn
Right Turn From
From Stop
Stop & Crossing
Maneuver

Design Speed
(MPH)

Stopping Sight Distance
(feet)

25

155

280

240

30

200

335

290

35

250

390

335

40

305

445

385

45

360

500

430

50

425

555

480

Intersection sight distance shown for Case B1 is for a stopped passenger car to turn left onto a two-lane highway
with no median and grades 3 percent or less. Intersection sight distance for Case B2 and B3 is for a stopped
passenger car to turn right onto or cross a two-lane highway with no median and grades 3 percent or less. For
other conditions, the time gap must be adjusted and required sight distance recalculated based on current
AASHTO design requirements.

SOURCE: AASHTO - A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets (2004)

FIGURE 4 - INTERSECTION SIGHT DISTANCE
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Driveway Geometric Standards
Insufficient driveway geometry can lead to slow driveway entrance and exit speeds. This leads to
introducing greater traffic flow friction. The width, turning radius, throat length, grade, and
approach angle can affect driveway speeds. Table 6 summarizes these parameters for new driveway
construction. Table 6 is shown graphically in Figure 5.
TABLE 6 - DRIVEWAY GEOMETRIC STANDARDS

Dimension

Residential

Width (W)
Minimum
Maximum
Radii (Curved or Flared) (R)
Minimum
Maximum
Change in Grade
Minimum Throat Length (T)
Maximum Skew

Land Use Classification
Commercial

Industrial

10’
24’

30’
36’

40’
50’

5’
10’
10%
25’
15 degrees

15’
25’
6%
50’
15 degrees

25’
50’
6%
50’
15 degrees

FIGURE 5 - DRIVEWAY GEOMETRIC STANDARDS
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Medians
Medians provide physical and visual channelization for traffic. They can provide aesthetic
enhancement of a corridor through landscaping applications. They are frequently used to reduce the
number of potential conflict points along a street by physically restricting turning movements in an
out of driveways. Too many median openings or closely spaced median openings can detract from
the purpose of medians to reduce the number and spacing of vehicle conflicts. Table 7 summarizes
the recommended median opening spacing.
TABLE 7 - RECOMMENDED MEDIAN OPENING SPACING

Street Classification

Full Opening

Directional Opening
(No left out of site)

1320’

660’

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Arterial Street (New)
Collector Street

Two Way Left Turn Lanes (TWLTLs)
Two way left turn lanes may be considered where a significant percentage of the existing driveway
spacing’s do not meet the driveway spacing criteria in Table 6. However, two way left turn lanes do
not function well once a certain traffic volume threshold has been reached. If daily traffic volume
forecasts exceed 28,000 for four lane streets or 17,500 for two lane streets, construction of raised
medians should be considered instead of two way left turn lanes. Furthermore, two way left turn
lanes do not function well if they have insufficient width. Two way left turn lanes shall have a
minimum width of 12 feet and a desirable width of 14 feet.

Auxiliary Turn Lanes
Some high volume driveways should have dedicated left or right turn lanes to reduce conflicts with
through traffic. This is particularly true on routes with posted speeds 35 mph or greater. The need
for auxiliary lanes is dependent on a combination of turning volume, through traffic volume, the
speed, and where only one through lane has been provided in each direction the through advancing
traffic volume that would be blocked by a left turn vehicle waiting to turn.
A set of charts relating these varied factors with the need for left and right turn lanes at unsignalized
intersections was developed by The Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT); all signalized
intersections should be provided with left turn lanes. Figures 6 through 8 represent the guidelines
for unsignalized left turn lanes on two lane roadways at various arterial speeds. Figure 9 represents
the guidelines for an unsignalized left turn lane on a four lane roadway.
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Figures 10 and 11 represent the guidelines for unsignalized right turn lanes on two and four lane
roadways. Signalized right turn lanes are needed at locations with a high volume of right turns. A
general rule of thumb is greater than 300 right turns per hour, but should be confirmed through an
operational analysis of the intersection.

Source: MoDOT
FIGURE 6 - LEFT TURN LANE GUIDELINE FOR TWO-LANE ROAD (<=40 MPH)
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EXAMPLE
KNOWN INFORMATION:
Number of Lanes =
Posted Speed =
Opposing Volume (VO) =
Advancing Volume (VA) =
Percentage of Left-Turns in VA =

2-Lane
30 mph
400 veh/h
500 veh/h
9%

From the chart in Figure 6, round the 9% of left-turns in advancing volume (VA) up to the nearest
trend line (10%), and find the intersection point of the opposing volume (VO) and advancing volume
(VA). The intersection point is clearly to the right of the 10% trend line, therefore a left-turn lane is
appropriate.

Source: MoDOT
FIGURE 7 - LEFT TURN LANE GUIDELINE FOR TWO-LANE ROAD (45 MPH)
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EXAMPLE
KNOWN INFORMATION:
Number of Lanes =
Posted Speed =
Opposing Volume (VO) =
Advancing Volume (VA) =
Percentage of Left-Turns in VA =

2-Lane
45 mph
300 veh/h
300 veh/h
18%

From the chart in Figure 7, round the 18% of left-turns in advancing volume (VA) up to the nearest
trend line (20%), and find the intersection point of the opposing volume (VO) and advancing volume
(VA). The intersection point is clearly to the left of the 20% trend line, therefore a left-turn lane is not
needed.

Source: MoDOT
FIGURE 8 - LEFT TURN LANE GUIDELINE FOR TWO-LANE ROAD (50 MPH)
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EXAMPLE
KNOWN INFORMATION:
Number of Lanes =
Posted Speed =
Opposing Volume (VO) =
Advancing Volume (VA) =
Percentage of Left-Turns in VA =

2-Lane
50 mph
350 veh/h
300 veh/h
18%

From the chart in Figure 8, round the 18% of left-turns in advancing volume (VA) up to the nearest
trend line (20%), and find the intersection point of the opposing volume (VO) and advancing volume
(VA). The intersection point is clearly to the right of the 20% trend line, therefore a left-turn lane is
appropriate.

Source: MoDOT
FIGURE 9 - LEFT TURN LANE GUIDELINE FOR FOUR-LANE UNDIVIDED ROADWAY
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EXAMPLE
KNOWN INFORMATION:
Number of Lanes =
Opposing Volume (VO) =
Left-Turn Volume (VL) =

4-Lane (Undivided)
750 veh/h
21 veh/h

From the chart in Figure 9, find the intersection point of the opposing volume (VO) and left-turn
volume (VL). The intersection point is clearly to the right of the trend line, therefore a left-turn lane is
appropriate.

Source: MoDOT
FIGURE 10 - RIGHT TURN LANE GUIDELINE FOR TWO-LANE ROADWAY
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EXAMPLE
KNOWN INFORMATION:
Number of Lanes =
Posted Speed =
Major Road Volume in One Direction =
Right-Turn Volume =

2-Lane
45 mph
500 veh/h
50 veh/h

From the chart in Figure 10, find the intersection point of the major road volume (in one direction)
and right-turn volume. The intersection point is clearly to the right of the 45 mph trend line,
therefore a right-turn lane is appropriate.

Source: MoDOT
FIGURE 11 - RIGHT TURN LANE GUIDELINE FOR FOUR-LANE ROADWAY
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EXAMPLE
KNOWN INFORMATION:
Number of Lanes =
Posted Speed =
Major Road Volume in One Direction =
Right-Turn Volume =

4-Lane
35 mph
800 veh/h
60 veh/h

From the chart in Figure 11, find the intersection point of the major road volume (in one direction)
and right-turn volume. The intersection point is clearly to the left of the <=40 mph trend line,
therefore a right-turn lane is not needed.
Auxiliary left and right turn lanes should provide sufficient vehicle storage room for vehicle queuing
and for deceleration. Table 8 provides the recommended minimum left turn lane length for various
speeds. The length includes vehicle queue storage of a truck and one vehicle, deceleration length,
and taper length. A graphical representation of Table 8 is given in Figure 12. A general rule of
thumb for the minimum storage length for actual design is equivalent to 1 foot length for every left
turn vehicle, but not less than SL. An operational analysis of the intersection should be conducted to
confirm adequate storage length. The taper length is for left turn taper only and not for the through
lane shift taper.
TABLE 8 - MINIMUM LEFT TURN LENGTHS

Posted Speed
(mph)
50
45
40
35
<30

Minimum Vehicle
Storage Length
(feet) ( SL)
80’
80’
80’
80’
80’

Declaration
Length (feet) (DL)

Taper Length
(12’ lane) (TL)

Total Minimum
Length (feet) (LL)

410’
340’
275’
230’
200’

100’
100’
100’
100’
100’

590’
520’
455’
410’
380’

The shifting of the through lane over to make room for a left turn lane should be tapered to the side
out in accordance with AASHTO design criteria.
Table 9 provides recommended minimum right turn lengths based on posted speed. The lengths
include deceleration and taper lengths. Unlike left turn lanes, right turn lanes do not need to include
queue space for turning traffic. Figure 12 depicts the minimum right turn lengths described in Table
8.
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TABLE 9 - MINIMUM RIGHT TURN LENGTHS

Posted Speed (mph)
50
45
40
35
<30

Deceleration Length (feet)
(DL)
410’
340’
275’
230’
200’

Taper Length (12’
lane) (TL)
180’
180’
180’
180’
180’

Total Length (feet)
(LR)
590’
520’
455’
410’
380’

Dedicated right turn lanes should also be strongly considered where:
·

Poor internal site design and circulation leads to backup on the mainline.

·

Businesses with short drive through lanes are prime examples.

·

The peak hour turning traffic activity is unusually high (e.g. greater than 10 percent).

·

The driveway or minor public road is difficult to see.

·

The intersection or driveway angle is skewed greater than 15 degrees.

·

Rear end collision experience is unusually high at a location.

The desirable width for auxiliary turn lanes is 12 feet, but should not be less than 11 feet

FIGURE 12 - GRAPHIC LAYOUT OF TABLES 8 AND 9
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Traffic Studies
A Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA – also referred to as a Traffic Impact Analysis) is completed to help
assess the impact to the transportation system of a specific development that is considered to be a
significant generator of traffic and to relate those impacts to traffic mitigation costs. A TIA is
typically required for a zoning change, PUD, special use permit, plat approval, and site plan
approval. A TIA should accomplish four primary goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ensure that development does not adversely affect the transportation network.
Identify traffic problems associated with the development.
Mitigate solutions to potential problems.
Incorporate solutions into development plans.

It is recommended that a TIA be prepared by the Owner’s or Developer’s engineer and submitted to
the City for approval. Determination of traffic impacts includes issues of access, on-site traffic
circulation, pedestrian circulation, need for auxiliary lanes, traffic control, truck turning maneuvers,
safety, and forecast traffic volumes. Developments as small as a convenience store with gas pumps,
or a large mixed land use development, both produce impacts with regard to these issues. A TIA is
recommended when on of the following conditions is met:
·
·
·

The total potential development generates 100 or more trips (in + out) during the adjacent
roadway’s peak hour; or,
The total potential development generates 100 or more trips (in + out) during the
development’s peak hour; or,
The total potential development generates less than 100 trips (in + out), but the City
Engineer determines there are localized safety or capacity deficiencies.

Trip Generation
The Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) publishes and updates a Trip Generation Manual
which is widely accepted nationally, and can be used for estimating the number of trips a particular
development is likely to generate. It is recommended the City adopt the most recent edition as the
standard for trip generation. Some examples taken from the ITE Trip Generation Manual edition are
shown in Table 10 below.
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TABLE 10 - ITE TRIP GENERATION MANUAL EXAMPLES

Land Use and Peak Hour

100 Peak Hour Trips*

Single Family Residential (PM)

99 Units

Apartments (PM)

167 Units

Shopping Center (PM)

26,810 sq. ft.

Fast Food Restaurant (AM)

1,824 sq. ft.

Convenience Store with Fuel (PM)
7 pumps
*Based on ITE Trip Generation Manual, 8th Edition

PASS-BY TRIPS
The ITE trip generation rates are considered ‘at the driveway’, but not all of these trips represent
new trips added to the system. A ‘pass-by’ trip is an intermediate stop by a vehicle that is already on
the system and reduces the number of new trips added to the system, depending upon the type of
development. Pass-by trips are usually depicted as a percentage of the generated trips.
INTERNAL TRIPS
The issue of an ‘internal trip’ only applies for a large multi-use development. A ‘capture rate’ is
established based on the mix of uses in the development. The number of new trips applied to the
system and the number of driveway and side street turn movements are reduced.
AMMENDING A TIA
An existing TIA should be amended based on changes to a proposed development whose access has
changed or the trip generation has increased by more than 15%. If the original TIA is less than two
years old, an amendment identifying and discussing those items that have changed should be
prepared and submitted to the City for approval. If the original TIA is more than two years old, or it
no longer complies with current standards, a new TIA should be prepared and submitted to the City
for approval.
A proposed development whose access has not changed and trip generation has increased by less
than 15% requires less modification of an existing TIA. If the original TIA is less than two years old, a
letter documenting the change should be prepared and submitted to the City for approval. If the
original TIA is more than two years old, or no longer conforms to current standards, an amendment
should be prepared and submitted to the City for approval. The two year requirement can be
increased to five years for portions of a master PUD.
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TIA OUTLINE
The following outline is recommended in the preparation of a TIA:
1) Introduction
a. Existing and Proposed Site Description and Uses
b. Study Area Boundaries (as approved by the City Engineer prior to commencing the
preparation of the TIA)
c. Existing and Proposed Nearby Uses
d. Existing and Proposed Roadways and Intersections
e. Identification of Peak Hours and Access Points
2) Existing Conditions
a. Daily and Peak Hour Traffic Volume
b. Capacity Analyses at Critical Points
c. Levels of Service at Critical Points
3) Future Conditions Without Development
a. Daily and Peak Hour Traffic Volume
b. Capacity Analyses at Critical Points
c. Levels of Service at Critical Points
4) Trip Generation
a. Trip Generation Rates and Source
b. Traffic Generated During Peak Hours and Total
c. Pass-By Traffic Analysis
5) Trip Distribution
a. Method Used to Distribute Traffic
b. Internal Capture Rate
c. Estimated Traffic Movements by Direction
6) Traffic Assignment
a. Assignment of Traffic to Intersections and Drives
b. Recommended Access Design Improvements
7) Future Conditions With Development
a. Daily and Peak Hour Traffic Volume
b. Capacity Analyses at Critical Points
c. Levels of Service at Critical Points
8) Recommended System Improvements
a. Proposed Recommended Improvements
b. Responsible Party for Improvements
c. Capacity Analyses at Critical Points
d. Levels of Service at Critical Points
9) Conclusion
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The methodology used to evaluate each of these pertinent factors should follow the practices
recommended by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE). The basic steps in assessing traffic
impacts include the following:
·

Obtain existing peak hour traffic counts at the site-adjacent major intersections. Counts
should be no more than two years old. Both morning and afternoon peak hours should
generally be considered.

·

Estimate trips generated by the site. The most current edition of the ITE publication Trip
Generation should generally provide the basis for the estimation, unless more specific
empirical data is available.

·

Distribute forecast trips in and out of the site. The methodology for estimating the
distribution of site generated traffic to the surrounding community can vary, but should be
logical and defendable.

·

Assign forecast trips to the public street network.

·

Conduct capacity and queuing analysis for adjacent major intersections for existing and
forecast am and pm peak hours, and for all ingress and egress to the site for forecast
conditions for am and pm peak hours.

·

Suggest mitigation for adjacent major intersections and ingress and egress where level of
services has deteriorated to E or F for forecast conditions.

·

Address compliance with City policies for access management.

·

Address onsite traffic and pedestrian circulation functionality. This would include truck
turning analysis.

·

Attached all calculations and assumptions in a technical appendix adequate for complete
review by the City.

The results of this analysis will provide documentation for City consideration of the likely traffic
impacts of the proposed development.
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While the burden of addressing these issues lies with the developer, it may be most cost and time
effective if the City assumed the responsibility in each case for the completion of the traffic
assessment, and charged the developer for the completion of this service. This approach to
evaluating traffic impacts can expedite schedule, in that a study would not be both prepared by the
developer, and then reviewed by the City. Also, if the City as the review agency conducted the study,
then the conclusions would be the same as if the developer completed the study, and the City in its
review capacity requested revisions for acceptance. This process would save the developer
additional cost. For budgetary purposes, a typical traffic impact study can range from 50 manhours
for a single use site to 120 manhours for a complex multiuse development. The City may elect to
have these services outsourced to a qualified professional, but in that case should maintain the
administration of the traffic consultant, rather than the developer administering the study
preparation.
TIA APPEAL PROCESS
An applicant may file a written appeal if the applicant believes the staff comments from the City
Planner and/or City Traffic Engineer supporting this plan is unreasonable. This written appeal shall
be addressed to the City Planning and Zoning Division and comply with the process defined the City
of Melissa.
The appeal shall provide evidence on the reasonableness of the property’s access and shall bear the
burden of establishing a preponderance of evidence that the staff requirements would deprive the
applicant of reasonable access to subject property.
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